In the recent work, we have designed and implemented a design of a Trimaran Unmanned Surface Vehicle (TUSV) control 
system and a control scheme for such a vehicle. The trimaran is computer, communication units, sensors such as inertial to be designed as a test bed for the implementation of new measured unit (IMU), compass, altimeter and so on should be nonlinear control theories. The full system has been tested . ' a successfully in the manual operation and obtained useful data, dsigned, comp andchosen Wo assemble the graoun which is to be analyzed and used in identifying the TUSV model supporting system which is used to pre-schedule the trajectory, and design advanced control technologies. A control methodology update the onboard computer program and collect useful data. for trimaran, which is based on nonlinear dynamic equations A wireless-LAN will be used to provide the real-time with a simplified thrust-torque generation model valid for communications between the control computer and the ground cruising is presented. supporting station. The software frame based on QNX realtime operation system (RTOS) has also been constructed A wide range of control methodologies have been applied Unmanned surface vehicles (USV) can be made as a to previous underactuated ships, but the control of trimans has platform for pure academic research and many applications less been mentioned. In this paper we present the methodology where human intervention is considered difficult or dangerous of multi-channel decoupling PID control which is necessitates Marine vehicles have been dramatically researched for over a the development of a plant model. decade. Currently, many types of ships have been operating on The brief of this paper is as follow: In the Section II, we the seas or rivers such as cargo ships, container ships, fishing Tr e thed of th e Ts system. The Sembin of ships, and tanker ships. Traditionally, the underactuated ships the TUSV system will be present in Section III. The Figure 1 . Now, sea-keeping performance is paid more attention, so is the stealth. Therefore in recent years the unconvertional ship forms are studied and applied more than ever, and their size tends to increase. High speed trimarans manifest obvious virtue in these aspects so that the high speed trimran are desirable platform ofthe frigates in future. Figure 2 , is a high quality ship which is changed by us using a ship platform operating with a remote controller. The modified system allows the payload of The control computer installed in control box is a typical more than 5 kilogram, which is sufficient to take the whole industrial embedded computer system, so-called onboard control box and the communication units. The which the whole system is kept as compact and light-weight as trimaran is constructed by a main center hull and two small possible. The supply. Loop again, current limit, input gain and offset can be computer program developments and monitors its real-time adjusted using 14-turn potentiometers. The offset adjusting status. The pre-scheduled trajectory and commands as well as potentiometer can also be used as an on-board input signal for the synchronized sensor data are transmitted and received by testing purposes when SW1O is ON.
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wireless modem. The two auxiliary motors are Maxon® electronically
The ground control computer is a notebook computer, commutated (EC) motors. The characteristics of the motor are which sends the pre-scheduled commands and trajectory to the Neodymium magnets, unsurpassed life time, no abrasion, low onboard control computer. The program of the ground control noise level, high speeds even at low voltages, no magnetic computer is developed by C++. The interface of it is present in cogging, good heat dissipation, high overload ability, very the Figure 8 . Development computer is used for the onboard small electrical time constant and low inductance. The motors software development of QNX Neutrino RTOS as well as the are high quality DC motors with neodymium magnets. Unlike DSP processor. QNX Momentics IDE which is an integrated Maxon® DC motors, the iron-less winding is stationary in this development environment of the QNX system is installed in case. Instead, the permanent magnet turns in the electrically the computer as a windows-host to modify the remote control generated rotating field of the three-phase winding. We choose computer programme. As the same to the QNX system, Code Maxon® 4-Q-EC Servoamplifier DES as the control of the Composer Studio IDE (CCS) is also setup in the development auxiliary motor. With the Hall sensors and Encoder closed computer to change the programme in the DSP which is the loop, the digital servoamplifier with sinusoidal power PWM signal generator in onboard control box. The 9-channel commutation for perfectly controlling EC motors. The control RC controller which is at 35MHz radio communication signal
can reach an output of up to 700 watts which is satisfied our is used in manual mode in system modelling. Figure 7 , are installed both in the Fig. 8 Interface ofthe ground control computer TUSV onboard control system and ground supporting station.
III. ASSEMBLING OF THE TUSV SYSTEM Designing the control box and packing the box appropriatel in te carbin of te timaran are tomain tasks to implement of the TUSV system.
In the actual surface and vehicle environment, the quality and the size of the control box are strict limited. Our onboard control box, which is shown in Figure 9 is a compact aluminum alloy mounted with damping. 
